[Diagnosis and treatment of metabolic syndrome combined with liver toxicity genesis in contract service officers].
In this paper is synthesized current and recent data on the problem of metabolic syndrome (MS) in combination with toxic liver injury (CCI). Statistical parameters of the last 15 years, the dynamics of alimentary-constitutional obesity (ABC) in patients from the officers contracted service of Defense Ministry of Russia are reflected. Two-year experience in the application of modern non-invasive methods of diagnosis of liver fibrosis with a reflection of its dynamics on the background of complex treatment of patients with MS in conjunction with the Chamber on the example of 57 patients is shown. Paid great attention to psychological and emotional adjustment of patients with ABC, given the complex survey design and treatment in violation of motivational and behavioral responses. High clinical efficiency of combination drug therapy of MS and CCI, the diagnostic value of modern non-invasive methods of diagnosis of hepatic fibrosis are reliably performed. Technique of elastography significantly improves the liver clinical evaluation of the effectiveness of the therapy, allows for early detect the presence of the initial degree of hepatic fibrosis, choose the optimal treatment regimen and to evaluate the results dynamically.